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As the industry prepares to face the upcoming challenges from multiple
fronts in the next few years, the reduction in Colony requirements will
probably be the biggest issue we face. Some reports have indicated that
Free Range will have to expand by 1,000 x 16,000 birds units to
compensate for the expected reduction/closure of Colony Units.
Some of this expansion will be covered by new sheds on existing
farms or the conversion of Flat Deck Systems into Multi-Tier. However the
industry is going to need to recruit/convince new producers to come into
the industry to maintain supply levels.

Both Robert and Louise have a history with animals but not poultry,
Robert was until 2001 working with cows and Louise has had a
long relationship with horses. As Robert and Louise explained
they had 28 acres of land within the family and they both had come
to the conclusion that they wanted a change in which they could both
work together.

Initial research took 2-3 years, on the options for the land and the best
return they could achieve with their goal of working together and for
themselves. Broilers were considered but after many hours looking they
decided that eggs would be the best way forward for them.

They then contacted a local packer who was able to arrange for them to meet and visit other producer units. As
Robert explains “Research/information is the key, ask lots of questions, the industry is very happy to talk and give
you their experience which you can then adapt to your requirements.”

Financial income information can be a little harder to obtain in the initial stages and this is something that the
industry/packers will need to address to attract new producers. As Louise explains “Our plans meant that we
would be without an income for a year. We had to sell our house and move the family into a static home on the
site. The financial rewards of being self-employed are greater but the risks are higher.” They also both agree that
you need to be aware that it is a lifestyle and not a job, so their background in animal husbandry helped prepare
them for the required routines and hours required to make the unit a success.

The birds arrived in June 2016 and they were off, as Louise explains “The first year has been such blur with
learning the system, how the girls behave or the expected snags and glitches,” but they also acknowledge that
there is a lot of help out in the industry whether it be Breed, Pullet or Feed Rep or another producer down the
road.

Looking back Robert and Louise have different points that they would say were the scariest, for Louise it was the
first cheque for some fence posts to mark the boundary of the site, as she explains that is when it became real
and the posts were the first physical step. Robert says when the equipment turned up and they were behind
schedule on the build. They both also agree a low point was when the threat of AI returned to the UK, but this
made them focus and consider their actions and who came and went on the site.
However the best and high point of the first flock has been seeing the
first eggs and also flock performance with the graphs showing that the
birds were exceeding all targets.

As a testament to the industry and the rewards that it can bring, if you
ask Robert and Louise if they would do it again they say yes. Robert says
if he could go again he would build bigger and would like to look at
rearing, Louise smiles and says “it works around our family life and we
can work together.”

New Recruits
Louise & Robert Spaul

Robert and Louise Spaul are one such example of a new entrant to the industry.

By Adrian Marshall (South-East Technical Manager)

I think that it is safe to say that they are looking forward to their next
Lohmann flock!

Age 75.1

Peak 96.9 %

EHH 342.7  @ 75.1 wks

Egg Wgt 66.9 g  @ 75 wks

Egg Mass 58.5 g  @ 75 wks

Mortality 6.3 %  @ 75 wks

wks @ depletion

(Standard 319.44)

Production Data
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Technical Support  Update

The  Regional Technical Manager 
for your area is:

Stuart Swaby – 07341 733945

BFREPA Conference and AGM is on the 
5th October 2017 at 

The National Motorcycle Museum in Bickenhill, Solihull.

Come and see us on Stand 44 

There will be a change of face for Lohmann GB in
the North-East of England as Kelly Anderson takes
over the area from Hazel Russell as Regional
Technical Manager from the 25th September.

Kelly has been involved with poultry since she was
old enough to put on a pair of wellies so already
brings a wealth of experience and technical know
how to the area. Backed up by the other
members of our Technical team and the additional
support we always get from our breeding
company Lohmann Tierzucht Kelly will be able to
provide a full support and technical information
package to Lohmann producers.

Hazel has decided to return to her roots with dairy
cattle and we wish her every success for the
future.

Kelly Anderson

In a world with sandal socks, ice cream cone socks
cheese burger socks, and shark bite socks, it only
makes sense that these chicken leg socks exist as
well... These obscure socks make it look like you
actually have chicken legs, not just skinny legs, but
actual chicken legs!
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